Top 10 Reasons to Switch to
Lexis Advance®
Join the revolution and take advantage of
these 10 popular Lexis Advance® features
for greater efficiency to turn insight into
action. Lexis Advance is simple to use
with powerful results.
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One Search:

One search delivers sources from across all LexisNexis® content simultaneously
including primary and secondary analytical sources as well as verdicts, experts,
dockets, directories, news, legal news, science, company and Web. Access more
than 20 billion documents across more than 40,000 Lexis® sources and legal
Web simultaneously.
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Filters:

Greater flexibility to quickly narrow search results pre and post search
with just a click.

Enhanced Shepard’s®

Shepard’s® Citations Service validates whether a case or statute is good law

Report:

with graphics to visualize the treatment and history by jurisdiction and time.
Comprehensive editorial analysis, depth of discussion and the Shepard’s Alert®
program ensures the most up-to-date information.
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Online Work Folders and

Increase efficiency and effectiveness by saving what is important with the

Annotation Tools:

ability to annotate documents and highlight text before saving for on-demand
access. In addition, receive automatic notification if folder documents have
changed. Just click and update at no extra charge for subscription documents.
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Topic Summaries and

Come up to speed on a legal topic and gain a foundation in unfamiliar areas

Legal Issue Trail :

of the law through topic definitions, elements, burdens of proof, standards of

™

review, key secondary sources and seminal case law as well as link to critical
cases cited for a specific legal issue or point of law for a comprehensive view.
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History:

Quickly view and filter 90 days of search history.

Access Exclusive Content

Get access to ALM® content, including The National Law Journal®, New York Law

and Features:

Journal®, New Jersey Law Journal® and more.

Custom Alerts:

Stay on top of issues related to your matter with alerts based on topics,
keywords across all sources, specific publications or legislative alerts to monitor
a statute or any bills from the current legislative session. Choose to receive
alerts on an hourly, daily or weekly basis.
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Mobile:

Access Lexis Advance anywhere, anytime.

Comprehensive,

Search your way, using Boolean or natural language. Our fine-tuned search

Flexible Search:

algorithms give you the ability to search by source or across all available
sources. Cite the results you turn up with ease using the Copy Cite feature
to select copy from your document to a clipboard where the cite is
added automatically.

Log in
www.lexisadvance.com

Learn more
www.lexisnexis.com/advance
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